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Forrest Gump 

 

 

Synopsis: The story depicts several decades in the life of Forrest Gump, a slow-witted 

but kind-hearted man from Alabama who witnesses and, unwittingly, influences 

several defining historical events in the 20th century in the United States. Thanks to 

his supportive mother, he leads anything but a restricted life. Whether dominating 

on the gridiron as a college football star, fighting in Vietnam or captaining a shrimp 

boat, Forrest inspires people with his childlike optimism. But one person Forrest 

cares about most may be the most difficult to save -- his childhood love, the sweet 

but troubled Jenny. 

 

Genre: Comedy-drama film 

 

Year: 1994 

 

Director: Robert Zemeckis 

 

Main characters: Tom Hanks, Robin Wright, Gary Sinise, and Sally Field  
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Worksheet 

Note: Forrest Gump speaks with a Southern American Accent (Alabama)  

 

“My mama always said life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what 

you’re gonna get”.  

A) Forrest Gump uses a metaphor to describe life in this sentence. Why do you 

think he uses this metaphor? 

 

B) Can you think of other metaphors you use to describe life? Please list three 

and be prepared to share one with the class. 

 

“Hello, I’m Forrest, Forrest Gump.”  

C) Would you introduce yourself the same way Forrest does? Why/why not? 

Why do you think he introduces himself in this way? 

 

“Run Forrest, run!”  

D) This sentence structure (verb)(noun)(verb) communicates an  

urgency / seriousness in the specific situation 

 

At 34:45 Bubba begins talking about shrimp… 

“Anyway, like I was sayin', shrimp is the fruit of the sea. You can barbecue it, boil 

it, broil it, bake it, sauté it. Dey's uh, shrimp-kabobs, shrimp creole, shrimp 

gumbo. Pan fried, deep fried, stir-fried. There's pineapple shrimp, lemon shrimp, 

coconut shrimp, pepper shrimp, shrimp soup, shrimp stew, shrimp salad, shrimp 

and potatoes, shrimp burger, shrimp sandwich. That- that's about it.”  

E) Have you had the foods Bubba talks about? List three more different shrimp 

dishes that you know of. 

 

At 21:00 Forrest narrates,  

“It used to be, I ran to get where I was goin’, I never thought it would take me 

anywhere”  

F) What does Forrest mean by this? What types of places does Forrest mean in 

the first part of the sentence, and what kinds of places does he mean in the 

second part? 
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At 56:00 Forrest narrates,  

“Bubba was my best good friend, and even I know that wasn’t something you 

could find just around the corner” 

G) Forrest is speaking figuratively here about finding things around the corner, 

what does he mean? 

 

At 56:40 Forrest is asked if it was a bullet that jumped up and bit him. This is a 

good example of personification.  

H) Explain how ‘being bitten’ is good use of personification to describe being 

shot.  

 

Continuing on with Forrest’s wound, 

“They said it was a million dollar wound……cuz I ain’t seen a nickel of it”  

I) Judging by the various injuries we see around Forrest, and the fact that 

Forrest is getting the same treatment as them, what does “million dollar 

wound” means? 

 

At 59:35 Forrest narrates,  

“The hospital people said it made me look like a duck in water…whatever that 

means” 

J) What does this mean? 

 

In the middle of the storm, Forrest narrates,  

“Me? I was scared…Lieutenant Dan? He was Mad”  

K) What poetic device is used here? And what is the suitable definition of 

“mad” in this context? 

 

L) After watching this film, what nouns/noun phrases would you use to 

characterize Forrest Gump? List three. 

 

M) How would you describe this film when recommending it to a friend? (In not 

more than 100 words) 

 

 

 

 

 


